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concall highlights
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growth1.
cagr of ltm , ltm liscenced linked revenue , pat , ebitda all in range of 20%1.
yoy LLR(liscensed link rev) growth of 23% and ebitda is 33% ,DSO q3 107 days2.
q3 3.

revenue 635 crs , ebitda 132 crs margins  20.78 crs1.
cash position 712 crs2.

consistant ltm and ltm LLR in 14 Qs shown a sustaining growth of 20% cagr4.
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1.

2.

geographical revenue5.
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1.

deal wins - OTP , kuwait ,indian bank6.
capex2.
profitability3.
competitive advantages4.

present in all the six banking spaces1.
core banking modern1.
lending2.
wealth3.
insurance underwriting4.
digi transaction banking5.
trade supply financing6.

once deal is done they can increase the rev from deal in 2-3 ways2.
win rate for the company has been increasing as Emach.ai has been
increasing

3.

even other integrators asking them to get their services integrated in
product

4.

risks5.
industry tailwinds6.

win rate for the company has been increasing as Emach.ai has been increasing
seeing tailwinds from even us and canada and trying to make it a good market
for intellect

1.

http://emach.ai/
http://emach.ai/
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seeing market traction in core banking otp deal was pursued for past 2 years it
is a large deal

2.

architecture is very important for end users and they like IDA3.
software in banking contains to the larger banks that have casa (so not an
easy products to get in )

4.

industry structure7.
management -8.

Q4 similar revenue expected
right now tax % is 26.5% but can go down to 23% as we move to lower
tax bracket
margins may come up to 25% as gem gets over with ebitda

business details9.
geographical revenue1.

1.

deal wins - OTP , kuwait ,indian bank2.
all the 6 verticles firing now had invested in them bearing fruit today3.
large deals of core banking won this quarter , and multiple deals in lending4.
emach.ai change in feb 23 driving accelerated transformation5.
drivers6.

product1.
contranian rich2.
lighthouse implementation (means an integrated solution )3.

http://emach.ai/
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thailand,philipines  - largest bank has gone with their suite of products7.
many leader banks in saudi, europe(lyods and barcleys ) , top 3 french bank ,
large corporate banks

8.

trnscrt ssp1.
one 1st deal is done with a bank then due to lighthouse transformation
the rest of the multiple deals with the same organisation comes much
faster (due to lighthouse transformation )

9.

next area of focus woulb be GTM market of USA , which is doing well , more
focus on canada , now we would have to make investments here

10.

closed the gem(chck spelling) contract in this quarter 14 december11.
could not bill the 2.5 mn dollars on topline1.
WAS NOT A PROFIT MAKING DEAL BUT HANDOVER WAS DONE to TCS2.

AI is an interesting business12.
IDA - usefull not only for insurance underwriting but also for credit1.
the period in which we can develop a linked product that is a platform
used for insurance underwriting to a credit underwriting is taking very
little effort and time(6months) (connects beautifully with what AMEYA sir
said in IT webinar)

2.

core micro services and api is another interesting thing and getting serious
accolades from analyst

13.

1.

since gem revenue is not profit making the other business must be growing
faster to compensate a no profit business so the undrlying profitability must
be more and should show from fy25 q1

14.
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10. one time events

11.mental models

other income - 7-8 crores of one time settlememnt in rental15.
total other income comprises of rent,treasury income, lease ind ias 116 1.

cloud revenue16.
subrcription based revenue - much more predictable
transaction based revenue as used

17.  deals focus is on getting big deals , if we observe the deal win ratio is higher in
larger deals

18. gift city they will be distributing AI products

closed the gem(chck spelling) contract in this quarter 14 december
could not bill the 2.5 mn dollars on topline
due to this q4 fy24 margins should come down as they will book that
revenue and if it doesnt that means the underlying business margin must
be growing much faster
right now tax % is 26.5% but can go down to 23% as we move to lower
tax bracket

operating leverage - as we have accounts of leading banks now as our other
projects mature so can leverage that
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12.key variables to track

13. competitors - thought machine , teminos
technicals
weekly

monthly

moreover as the products mature their earnings is would be vastly
dispropotonate as cost of the product has already been born in previous
years

margins expansion1.
new deals pipeline and signing2.
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valuations
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